Sick of staring at a stark empty wall? Infuse it with warmth and personality by adding creative artwork, mixed media, and vintage finds. These wall art ideas will help fill up every blank spot in your home. Start Slideshow. Decorate a dining nook or breakfast banquette with framed family silhouettes. The pieces stand out against the wall with crisp black frames and clean white matting. Arrange the portraits in a neat, balanced composition with even spacing between each piece. 30 Ingenious Ways to Emphasize Your Household Through Wall Tree Decorations have been showcased underneath as a living memory into a household. They paint majestical landscapes summoning the airiness of a forest along with its branches, leaves and butterflies tailing birds, all exemplary icons that can infuse creativity and happiness, all beautiful, cast a glance and feed your imagination. Wall Tree Decorations To Beautify Your Home. Contents. 20 sculptural branch decorating a gray wall. 21 jungle encouraging creativity in a play room. 22 neat hammock suspended by the branches of a painted tree. 26 stone fence illustrating a stylized tree. 27 creative green tree BOOK SHELVES. 28 tree illustration in a simply beautiful nursery. Creative Wall Decorating: A Book Packed Wall-To-Wall with Imagination. Allicanfind. 5 out of 5 stars. Creative Visualization - use the Power of Your Imagination to Create What You Want in Your Life - Shakti Gawain - Secondhand Book. SecondhandScrolls. 5 out of 5 stars. Arranging books by color is one of the most popular ways to decorate with books. In the photo above, books are used to create a beautiful rainbow of design. Using this method adds pretty pops of color to the room, creating an interesting sense of visual contrast, as well as a touch of playfulness. You can achieve this look using compartmentalized shelving, or, try arranging books by color across one long shelf, creating a linear rainbow of hues. Use your imagination: floating shelving works over doorways, under stair spaces & practically anywhere else you have some empty wall space. Think outside the bookcase. No one says you need to stick to shelving when decorating with books.